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Pass-Fail Option Flunks Out 
By Michael Lochridge 
The Faculty Senate voted overwhelmingly Jan. 17 
to defeat a resolution recommending that a pass-fail 
option on elective courses be granted to FTU 
students. 
The resolution, submitted by the Admissions and 
Standards Committee of the Senate, would have 
permitted a student to apply a maximum of 16 
quarter hours of credit on the 
satisfactory-unsatisfactory option toward a degree. 
The credit hours would not affect the grade point 
average. 
The defeat ofthis resolution will not affect current 
FTU policy regarding the satisfactory-unsatisfactory 
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Engineering professor Bruce Nimmo displays a 
miniature version of a solar oven, which reflects all light 
and heat to a central area. Nimmo is awaiting permission 
to set up various solar collectors on the roof of the 
Engineering Building for demonstration purposes. (Photo 
by Mike Berman) 
grading option, according to Senate Chairman Phillip 
Taylor. 
Objections by faculty members who have taught 
courses on this system lead to the defeat of the 
resolution. 
0f the ta5k force assigned by the Board of Regents to 
deal with the proposal for a state-university-wide 
common calendar. 
Senators from the colleges of Natural Sciences, 
Engineering and Humanities and Fine Arts reported 
that their past experiences with the pass-fail system 
were unproductive. They also claimed the system 
offered academic credit without requiring work from 
the students and that students themselves felt their 
motivation was lowered with the optio;n. 
The recommendations, which were made during 
the State University System Council meeting Dec. 6, 
suggested a modified semester plan for each year 
from kindergarden through the universities. The three 
registration periods would be approximately from 
Aug. 15 to Sept. 15, during the first week of January, 
and for ten days in June. 
The recommendation stated that institutions 
receiving students would have to adjust their 
calendars accordingly so they could receive and 
register people during these periods. 
Other action in the meeting included Chairman 
Taylor's report to the Senate on the recommendation 
••lllllllllllllA 
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Engineering · Professors 
Develop Power Cycle 
Two F TU en gi nee ri n g 
professors, Dr. Bruce Nimmo 
and Dr. Ron Evans, are worki ng 
in con ju ncti o n with a 
Martin-Marietta engineer, Tom 
Hartlet, on the development of a 
new power plant cycle. 
According to Nimmo there is 
nothing like it in operation 
anywhere. "There is no actual 
operational model yet," said 
Nimmo. "All we have at this 
point is a paper study we have 
just completed under a grant 
from the National . Science 
Foundation ." 
Conventional methods of 
producing electrici ty involve the 
heating of water to steam which 
is used to turn a turbine which 
then produces electricity. "Our 
power cycle is based on an 
absorption-regeneration system 
which used C02 instead of 
s team. It 's a complicated 
procedure," said Nimmo, " and 
we are applying for a patent at 
this time, so I am not really at 
liberty to go into great detail 
about the project." 
Although the new power 
c .ycle would run off 
conventional fossil fuels, its 
main advantage is its ability to 
get the same amount of power 
with a reduced need for heat. 
The new power cycle would 
reduce thermal pollu tion and its 
greate r effic ien cy wou ld 
decrease the drain on natural 
re sources. 
The cycle produces very high 
temperatures after it genera~es 
electricity; this heat can be used 
to power other plants such as an 
air conditioning or desalinization 
plant {which converts salt water 
to fresh water). 
Also in terested in solar 
energy, Nimmo said he plans to 
set up various types qf solar 
collectors on the roof of the 
En.gineering Building as soon as 
he is given permission to do so. 
The demonstration -area wi-H 
allow interested -people to see 
how solar energy is converted 
into power. Nimmo plans to 
have several solar powered 
motors and solar cells in 
operation on the roof by spring 
quarter. 
Nimmo and Gordon McAleer, 
of the College of Business 
Administration, have jointly 
asked the National Science 
Foundation for a $65,000 grant 
for a technical and i;narketing 
survey of the present and future 
uses of solar energy in Florida. 
, . 
Nimmo would handle the 
technical aspects of the survey, 
such as studying the 
effectiveness of existing solar 
power sources ' in the state. 
McAleer would study the 
problems involved in marketing 
solar power sources. 
State FTU 
By Jerry Brooks 
The Florida Cabinet granted FTU $4.8 million in state education 
bonds to build an education complex. 
The full appropriation includes $225,000 authorized last year 
for planning, and a new authorization of $4.1 million for 
construction; $451,000 for professional fees and contingencies; 
and $249,000 for furnishings and equipment. 
Projected designs by the Titusville architectural firm of Lemon 
and Meggison have been approved, according to Fred Clayton, 
director of FTU's building and planning staff. 
Clayton said the planning for the new building should be 
completed soon and should be cleared through all necessary 
authorities so construction can begin by mid-summer. Then the 
building would be ready for the opening of scl:wot in September 
1976. Clayton added that it is difficult to get bids for construction 
that remain stable. Due to the rising costs of labor and materials, a 
contractor's bid may increase substantially by the time he is ready 
to do his work, thus adding to the expense of the building. 
The complex will include a three.story classroom-office building 
and a teaching gymnasium. The gymnasium will be built around a 
full size basketball court with folding bleachers capable of seating 
2,500. Included on both sides of the gym will be such support units 
as locker rooms, showers and storage areas. 
Presently under construction on campus is the Humanities and 
Fine Arts Building and the Biological Sciences Building, both of 
which have fallen behind schedule. 
The main reason for the slow-down on the Humanities and Fine 
Arts Building. according to Clayton was the experimental system 
of construction used at the beginning of the project. Conventional 
construction practice provides for one prime contractor, who is 
responsible for the completion of the project by all the 
sub.contractors on a specified date. 
FTU s experimental system did not involve a prime contractor. 
As a result, said Clayton, there was no effectiv~ force to supervise 
the work of the sub-contractors, and the project fell behind 
schedule. 
the activities of the various contractors and functions in much the 
same way as a prime contractor would. Since then the project has 
been making up for lost time, with completion slated for August. 
The Biological Science Building, located. next to the Science 
Building, is two months behind schedule due to problems 
encountered with structural materials. "Now that the steel 
framework is completed," said Clayton, "the project should be 
comoleted on schedule and readv for classes in October 197 4." 
Nimmo said he believes 
nuclear power is not the long 
term answer to the energy crisis, 
but that it will give mankind 
some extra time to come up 
with new power sources. 
The Humanities and Fine Arts Building is 
ited for completion in August 1974, four 
s . after. e oriwnal completipn date. 
The $3.1 million five story building will 
contain classrooms, practice rooms, and 
1.?~~s. (Pboto by Alan Geeslin} . ~' 
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First Professorship Awarded 
Mclellan Gets Research Grant 
Engineering professor Dr. Waldron M. McLellon, left, 
recipient of the first Barnett Professorship of 
Environmental Systems Management reviews a research 
proposal with prominent Central Florida developer 
Gordon J. Barnett and Dr. Robert D. Kersten, Dean of 
Engineering. (Photo by Chuck Seithel.) 
Dr. Waldron McLellon 
recently became the first FTU 
faculty member to · be honored 
with a chair when he received 
the first Gordon J. Barnett 
Professorship of ·Environmental 
Systems Management. 
He was selected by his 
colleagues in the engineering 
department. 
The professorship is one of 
two funded by a Florida 
developer through the FTU 
Foundation, to expand research 
in environmental science and 
environmental systems 
management . The second 
professorship will be given to a 
faculty member of the College 
of Natural Sciences. 
The award will permit "a 
great deal of research into 
central Florida's environmental 
problems," said McLellbn. "I am 
very appreciative of the 
opportunity to continue 
working on ways to ease the 
environmental problems facing 
us all. This kin!;! of opportunity 
doesn't come along very often." 
The Barnett Foundation Funds 
will permit him to pursue these 
goals. 
McLellon earned his doctorate 
as Rennselear Polytechnic 
Institute after retiring from the 
Civil Engineering Corps: During 
his service career he studied the 
effects of nuclear weapons. 
McLellon resides in Fern Park 
with his wife, Naomi. 
Ex-Editor Urges BOR Policy Change 
In his departing editorial, the 
outgoing editor of the Florida 
Atlantic University newspaper, 
asked the Board of Regents to 
end its policy which 
automatically names university 
presidents as the publishers of 
campus ne~spapers. 
The publication committee at 
Florida Atlantic elected Barbara 
Rice to head the "Atlantic Sun," 
thus ousting present editor, Ed 
Schiff. Rice received five out of 
nine votes. One committee 
member had been appointed just 
prior to the election. 
Schiffs editorial explains the 
reasons behind his thesis. He 
writes that the onlv 'ime the 
Board of Regents goes against its 
operating manuals and allows a 
president to relinquish his 
responsibility as publisher, is 
when the campus newspaper is 
pressured into economically 
''lnedep.endent" status. 
"Independence" has been tried 
at both the University of Florida 
and Florida State University, but 
neither the "Alligator" nor the 
"Fl am beau", · respectively, is 
existing without the continued 
aid of the university funds. 
After affirmin~ that the 
"Sun" could not survive on its 
present advertising revenues, 
Schiff discussed some of the 
court precedents in the area of 
college newspapers. " ... the 
university president cannot' cut 
off Student Government 
allocated funds that have 
continually supported a school 
newspaper. This has continually 
-been affirmed in court decisions, 
the most recent of which are 
Panarella Birenbaum and Joyner 
Whiting which, respectively, saw 
courts rule that university 
administrators are forbidden to 
infringe upon the rights of 
students once a vehicle of 
student expression has been 
established; and that the 
university is prohibited from 
denying the forum provided by 
mandatory student fees." 
Schiff writes, " : . . .it is a pity 
after witnessing the student 
demonstrations at the University 
of Florida and Florida State 
University that students did not 
take their university president<; 
to court and have him removed 
as publisher . . .. Time and time 
again the courts have declared 
that the university 
administration cannot act as a 
publisher of the student 
newspaper." 
Should the president of 
Florida Atlantic University 
attempt to force the "Atlantic 
Sun" into a kind of 
quasi-independent status, Schiff 
said it will be the responsibility 
of editor-elect Rice to take him 
to court. 
FTU .Ha.nds Presidency To South Florida , ..................... : 
' • -· ' •• ·' • ! • • I . • . . • • • .. _J ... ~ .. ,,: BIRTH CONTROl:· : 
<·" - .. : INFORMATION : 
The University· of South Davis, Chip Fuller (Florida "Previously I was forced to Currently , the council has a • FREE 1. d • Florida's Student Body Atlantic University) and Tyrie devote at least 20 hours a week proposal before the BOR which : counsemgan • 
President Bill Davis was selected Boyer (University of Florida), to working on the statewide • would make significant changes • Referral for related : 
as the new chairman of the State in the BOR's definition of : ·problems. : 
were nominated for the position , level, but now I am free to spend student rights. : . Pregnancy testing : 
Council of Student Body 
Presidents (SCSBP) at the Board 
of Regents meeting held in 
Tampa last week. 
FTu Student Body President 
Lee Constantine will complete 
his term as chairman of the 
SCSBP ne~t month. 
which Davis won in a 4-to-3 more time with FTU's unique • OPEN 9am _ 6pm • 
decision on the second vote. problems," he said. • M . • 
Constantine said he was proud 
to have been the leader of such a 
distinguished group, but added 
that he was glad to be free of the 
responsibility. 
Since July the SCSBP has 
successfully pushed for the 
opening of faculty records, and 
has secured BOR approval for 
extended dorm visitation hours. 
Constantine attributes the • on.- Fn. • 
organization's successes to two : CENTRAL FLORIDA BIRTH : 
fac t ors: motivated members : CONTROL SERVICES • 
expending the necessary time • 45 W. Central 425-5514 : 
• • • ~ · ·················· · ·· and effort on _importan t 
projects, and assistance from 
Dick Hulet, vice chancellor of 
student affairs. 
Co-op. Work Report Eatns High Praise College Court 
Apartm~nts 
Co-op student John W. "Jay" 
Jones recently found a new way 
t o b e c ome involved 
(permanently) with this campus. 
Jon es wr o te such a 
comprehensive report on his 
spri ng qua r t er training 
assignment in the Department of 
Transportation rManagement 
Systems O~fice, that the Co-Op 
office plans to place the report 
in the FTU library. 
Another copy of the re.port he 
prepared for a non-credit course 
was enclosed in the Co-Op 
office's grant proposal for 
federal cooperative education 
funds, as an example of a quality 
report. 
While with the DOT, Jones 
assisted on the draft of a work 
'Typo' Corrected 
Due to a printer's error in the 
Jan. 18 issue of the FuTUre, the 
line from 'FTU Radio Offers 
Music, Drama" should read, "the 
FM station, which is "hopefully" 
not far from being established on 
campus.'~ 
The WFTU music director is 
Michael Lowe. David Wright fs 
WFTU assistant music director. 
measurement proposal. It will be 
utilized to determine the timP.s 
required by a qualified person 
working at a normal rate to 
perform a specific task. 
As a result of his report, Jones 
will supervis e a work 
measurement study in the Co-Op 
office. 
Jones , who is a senior 
industrial engineering major and 
a U.S. Navy veteran, completed 
a course at Tall ah as see 
Community College and 
performed volunteer work with 
a drug crisis center in addition to 
his DOT training assignment. 
umrnm~ 0 
LDWOOGJ 
GJ(3Q(] GJL300 
1,000 Pair Of Pre-shrunk, Pre-faded, 
Guaranteed Used Jeans $3 - $7 A Pair 
WE WILL TRADE 
131 Welborne Avenue Winter Park 
One Block From Barnett Bank 
647-1900 
i ic:s·ri •ob 1;..j b~?tr,•_ 1 .n:>tn ·w 
No_w Leasing 
$140 FURNISHED 
Brand new, spacious 1 bedroom apts. 
Pools 
Basketball Courts, 
Tennis Courts 
Vol leybal I Courts 
Just V2 mile from FTU. 
CALL 273 - 5610 
11111111a111111111111111111111111111111~· ····iii~ .. ,,. •. 1 'm·~-·-.l!IEl!l!11!!111lll"i~'-ifi. , ~ •. , ........... .. il.-
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LibrarylnstituteS 
Ma eria Is Chee 
Long lines and impatience on 
the part of persons leaving the 
Library have resulted from the 
newly instituted checking 
procedure which began Jan. 16. 
The intent of the check on 
persons' briefcases, backpacks, 
papers, books and folders is to 
prevent library patrons from 
leaving the building without 
checking out library materials. 
This thorough checking has 
always been the library's policy, 
according to Pamela Austin of 
the circulation department, but 
there have nev~r been enough 
student employes available to 
perform the checks before this 
quarter. 
missing from tfie library, Walker 
initiated plans for the security 
check. 
Austin said the first few days 
of the check resulted in long 
lines during class changing hours, 
but added that the checking is 
running smoother now. 
"We hope that people will 
voluntarily show us their 
briefcases and packs so the 
checker will not have to go 
through their belongings,'" she 
said. 
Due to continued theft of library 
materials, a security check has been impos~d 
on students leaving the library. All cases. 
books and notebooks are searched and long 
lines often extend to the seco~d floor. 
(Photo by Pete Wilcox) 
I When members of the faculty I complained to Library Director 
Lynn Walker in October that a 
large number of materials were 
Although not attributing total 
blame to persons taking 
magazines from the library, 
Austin did indicate that the 
majority of the 1,350 periodicals 
missing in the 1973 inventory 
were probably taken by persons 
leaving the building. 
8 oster• 
A Booster's Club, intended to 
raise supplementary funds for 
university sports activities, is 
being established at FTU. 
Mike Daspin, a Maitland 
businessman, was named as 
acting president of the 
organization at a recent meeting 
according to Dr. John W. Powell, 
director of athletics. 
Origins of the organization 
are sketchy, but Powell said 
there are currently 60 members 
consisting of FTU faculty and 
area residents . ~'f.b.e cJ11b'~ . ..fil'§.t 
aim will be to arouse student 
interest in FTU sports and seek 
student membership in the 
booster's club. 
"It is very disappointing for 
an athlete to come into a gym 
for a basketball game and see 50 
people on the bleachers," said 
Powell. We have some great 
athletes on this campus and 
they've captured titles that are 
rare for a school this new. But, 
few people know them and what 
they've been .doinf!. 
,,.Another goal is to raise funds 
to supplement sports activities. 
Powell explained that the 
Delayed Payroll Checks 
Cause Money Shortage 
Some university employes 
faced a different kind of shortage 
last Friday when their payroll 
checks were not available. 
Normally, the checks are sent 
from Tallahassee and arrive at 
FTU Thursday morning. "The 
checks arrived late anyway," said 
James G. Smith, assistant 
comptroller, "And when we 
began to go through them we 
noticed that several checks were 
made out for the wrong amount." 
A program problem with the 
compute~ in Tallahassee resulted 
in the incorrect processing of 
about 900 of the 1,500 payroll 
checks that are sent to FTU twice 
a month. Smith said, "All state 
agencies are payed from 
Tallahassee, and if there is a 
malfunction there is nothing we 
can do about it right away unless 
we send someone up there 
immediately." 
So at 11: 30 last" Thursday 
night, Tegie Frasier, p·ayroll 
supervisor, was on a chartered 
pfane to Tallahassee. After a 
marathon late night session with 
people in the. Tallahassee 
comptroller's office, the checks· 
were corrected and ready by 
Friday evening. Frasier then flew 
to Orlando, arriving Saturday 
morning with the revised checks, 
and she worked all day getting the 
checks ready to hand out 
Monday. 
The comptroller's office at 
FTU offered to make an advance 
to those who did not receive their 
pay checks Friday and needed 
money over the weekend. Smith 
said 17 people, mostly student 
assistants, requested the pay 
advance. 
Debators Rank first 
Nat'I Tourneys Ahead 
After winning two prestigious 
tournaments over Christmas 
break, FTU's debate team is now 
preparing for two national 
championship tournaments 
invitations which resulted from 
the wins. 
FTU debators Alan Rainey, 
senior, and Jeff Ringer, 
sophomore, traveled to Texas in 
December to compete in the joint 
University of Houston-Texas 
Christian University tournament. 
At that tournament Rainey 
and Ringer competed against 
teams from institutions such as 
Northwestern, the University of 
Sou them California, Dartmouth, 
Alabama, and the number one 
team in the nation from 
Georgetown U niversitv. 
"In fact," said Jeff Butler, 
debate coach, "you might call 
Georgetown the UCLA of college 
debate. 
There, out of over 100 teams 
participating, the pair had the 
best win/loss record and received 
the first place trophy. 
Also a result of its impressive 
record during the break and fall 
quarter, the team has been invited 
to participate in the National 
Debate Tournament, slated for 
spring quarter. 
Butler attributed team success 
to the individual members, and 
said that if it had not been for 
Student Government support, 
the team would have been unable 
to compete in sev~ral distant 
tournaments. 
athletic budget remains constant 
while inflation is diminishing the 
amount that can be done with it. 
"We like to keep our present 
activities, but as thin~ are now, 
there is no chance of 
expansion." 
New members pay a $15 fee 
and receive, in addition to a 
membership card, a bumper 
sticker and a free pass for all 
FTU sports events. Student 
membership fees are $5. 
- • i:,,.., • ... ""..::> • <..; ....,. .. 
Ed Knight, Director of 
Records, is a member of several 
booster's clubs, including the 
University of Georgia's 
"Bulldog" Club. He pointed out 
some of the activities of 
booster's clubs at other schools 
such as transporting students ~ 
sporting events, recruiting 
promising high school athletes 
and raismg funds for athletic 
scholarships, equipment and 
facilities. 
Knight -spoke of the 
upcoming construction of FTU's 
gymnasium with disappoint-
ment. Bids will be submitted this 
summer for the construction of 
a 2,500-seat facility, to be 
completed sometime in · the 
1975-76 school year. Since the 
funds were allocated, inflation 
;..' h~ . ~.sauseA ~~ratiq_0,.s ,jµ t!;le 
ongmal plans for a gym with 
6,000-seat capacity. 
"In a school with an 
established booster's club, the 
club would probably donate 
funds in order to have a bigger 
gym," Knight said. 
Powell agreed that FTU's 
gym will likely be obsolete bv 
........ 
the ti~e it is complet.ed. "R•g~t .. , 
now m games with Roliins and 
F.I.T. we can ,. fill·1.-.. a·-;·2,soci s£:r 
capacity gym," said Powell. · : ·-:.' '-1 
The National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) 
stipulates that no member cf a 
college athletic staff may 
manage or promote its own 
booster's club. For this reason 
Powell is looking for interested 
members to take over the 
,:,.. m@agi_oj resno~jbijitie.,<; for_j;pe 
club, now that the ground work 
has been laid. 
· • The date for the next meeiiilg 
has not been set, but Powell said 
it will be in the next few weeks. 
Anyone wishing to join 
before the next meeting should 
go to the physical education 
department in CB 344. 
On-Campus Food Pric_es 
No Higher Than Others 
\. 
Prices in the campus cafeteria 
and snack bar will not be 
lowered because a recently 
conducted price comparison 
found prices at those locations 
were equal to or less than those 
of area restaurants, according to 
John Williams, administrative 
services director. 
Williams' statement came 
. after the results of the Food 
Pricing Committee's comparison 
were revealed. The committee 
comprised of three resident 
students, was responsible for 
comparing the prices of food 
items sold in thr F"f'P cafeti~riH 
and snack bar with the same 
items sold in nearby re'staurants. 
Committee members Dwight 
Taylor, Brent Niemla and Bruce 
Newell found FTU prices were 
generally lower than nearby 
restaurants. Price was the one 
and only consideration. Service 
quantity and quality were not 
taken into account. 
At the end of last quarter, the 
prices of every item. in the 
cafeteria and snack bar was 
compared to those of ten area 
restaurants, in the catagories of 
breakfast fo_ods. mPats. saltlns 
desserts, vegetables, breads, 
beverages, and snack bar items, 
including beer. 
The Food Pricing Committee 
was formed by Williams tQ 
determine the accuracy of some 
students' claims that campus 
food prices were unfairly high, 
especially to those people having 
no alternative. 
A list of the ten area 
restaurants checked include 
Gigi's, Angelo's, Lums, Pizza ' 
Hut, Valenti]le's Ramada Inn, 
Oviedo Town House 
McDonald's, Ranch House and 
Frisch'c;_ 
FTU debators admire trophys won over 
the Christmas holidays. Pictured left to right 
are: Jeff Butler, debat.e coach, Tom 
Marcinko, David Larkin, Ge,off. . 
Ringer, debate team members, and Dr. 
Bernard C. Kissel, dean, college of social 
sciences. (Photo by Jerry Brooks) 
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Alright, out there. So you want to change the sorry 
mess that you say the older generation is leaving us. Great! 
This means getting involved--trying to do your part to 
solve problems that may not even be yours. And when 
people come across a worthy challenge that will save 
themselves some headaches, then they '11 jump when a 
solution presents itself, right? WRONG. 
What if someone could help the nation and its 
environment and save himself around $250 per year in the 
process. He'd be a fool not to do so, wouldn't he? Would 
you believe approximately 80 per cent of the people at 
this university could qualify for that last category? 
A very informal observation recently showed that 
perhaps only 20 per cent of all cars coming into FTU 
contained more than the driver. Of this 20 per cent, each 
car averaged 2.5 occupants. 
After calling Greyline, Inc. of Orlando, we found the 
daily bus service to FTU has recently been discontinued 
"due to lack of interest." For quite a while this busline 
operated with a crowd of two or three passengers, the 
m~nager reported. Different approaches are being taken 
by FTU and off-campus groups to restore this mass-transit 
service, perhaps with a government subsidy. However, if 
enough students would make use of this system, no 
financial problems would arise. 
Dr. W. S. McEwan of Civil Engineering has quoted 
figures to us indicating that the average student doesn't 
realize how much it takes to drive his car. A 1972 compact 
car costs 11 ceµts per !ll!le during its first ye~r of 
operation and it takes little math to see that for -most 
commuters this adds up surprisingly over three quarters. 
So what do we propose? We're told evei:yone has had at 
least two weeks to act on the car pool 'list he or she 
received in the mail. If this listing by zone isn't specific 
enough, six other listings are available in the Student. 
Government section of the VC. These listings narrow 
prospective car poolers down to a ~treet location. 
Perhaps reduced rate parking stickers could be given 
those who form car pools. Or, as other universities have 
done, special environmental course credits could be 
awarded those participating. 
But does it really take little rewards to arouse student 
interest? Forgetting patriotism and conservation for a 
_ minute-what about the $250 you save? 
By Mike Hall 
About three weeks ago, the Board of Regents unanimously 
adopted a rather bastardized version of a visitation proposal 
presented to them by Lee Constantine, chairman of the State 
Council of Student Body Presidents. Hurrah! Score one for the 
common student, right?Not so fast, wait until you've heard the 
whole story. · 
•• ,•• , •• :. Expansion ·Of fuTU:~ ~;:;a;:iSu;~;st;d;s;' Ed~,~~tion Student 
Editor: 
After reading the latest (Jan. 
18) issue of the FuTUre, I feel I 
must comment on its content --
or rather lack of it. From 
reading the FuTUre one might 
reach the conclusion that the 
all-consuming interests of our 
students consist primarily of the 
activities of that ministry of 
reaction~ "the' 'Boal'd of Regents," 
or whether the snack bar will 
dispense beer for another measly 
hour on Friday nights. 
Is the nation being shaken by 
the greatest domestic crisis of 
the century? Is the world 
witnessing unprecedented 
political realignments because of 
energy shortages? You would 
never know it, to read the 
Fu TU re. 
But that's not our -bag, you 
say: the national media covers -
that stuff. Well, baloney, but 
let's accept that for the moment. 
A few miles away from , the 
manicured campus of FTU, 
people are living in abject 
poverty. Orange County medical 
facilities for the poor and elderly 
are inadequate. Does the 
FuTUre dispatch reporters to 
investigate? Does its editorial 
page bellow for change and a 
measure of social justice? Fat 
chance. I won't even mention a 
national scandal that has erupted 
right under your noses, the one 
concerning the Watergate 
'"senatC:lr.' ... 
.• . The publisher and editors of 
the FuTUre must realize they 
are in a most enviable position as 
producers of a weekly 
newspaper, since the only daily 
in Orlando can most kindly l;>e 
described as a journalistic joke. 
If the FuTUre SOUl!ht to exoand 
its coverage, however modestly, 
to local and national affairs, and 
accomplished this task with even 
a modicum of success, while 
displaying the minimum social 
conscience expected of a 
civilized newspaper, its 
excellence rn contrast to 
Orlando's daily would be so 
marked that it might well lead to 
the FuTUre being the tirst 
college newspaper to win the 
Pulitzer Prize. 
But such a radical change 
from a namby-pamby, 
Est ab 1 is h men t- oriented 
administration newsletter to a 
respectable college newspaper I 
don't expect to see. On Page 1 
of Friday's FuTUre, in the lead 
article, I see that a fellow named 
York (full name ommitted!!), 
described as "an Alabama 
farmer" has been named the 
next chancellor of Florida's 
university system. How 
appropriate. It would not be so 
bad if the FuTUre's flaws 
existed in a vacuum. But the 
results of Central Florida's lack 
of good journalism is reflected in 
FTU students' apathy-which is 
staggering. (A friend of mine 
visiting from Michigan said, 
"They're not apathetic--they're 
out of it!" 
I suspect this condition of 
apathy is precisely the effect 
desired bv those ultimately 
(Continued on page 5} 
It seems that a report on visitation was presented to the BOR 
November 5, 1973 by the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. 
Some members of the Board (old acquaintances of Elizabeth 
Kovachevich, no doubt) had indicated dissatisfaction with the 
standing visitation policy and this report meant to put them at 
ease by saying that "Results indicate satisfactory compliance with 
and acceptance of the policy by the students." But Constantine 
didn't see it that way. So, he, Chip Fuller from Florida Atlantic, 
and Bill UaVlS from the University of South Florida got together 
Student Cites Co-Op Program For Expanding Educational Re~lity 
Editor: 
and started to work on their own report on visitation. 
The results, printed in a six page report presented to the BOR Any environment that an 
November 30, · were as follows: Both the dorm councils and individual stands within, has 
student senates of five of the seven-universities passed resolutions hidden knowledge potential. It is 
calling for extension of visitation hours. The two remaining up to that individual to extract it 
universities took sample surveys which indicated that a majority in any possible way. Often it 
of their residents were opposed to the present policy. Petitions happens that, especially with 
requesting longer visitation hours circulated at all but one of the younger people stationed in such 
universities and amassed 9,912 signatures (64% of all residents). an abundantly over-fed society as 
With this data and the legal rights of 18 year olds as a the United States, people stick to 
extract knowledge potential. Just 
the fact that it was a different 
environment made it a good one. 
Now, of course, the picture I 
view is still just a shadow of the 
reality I need to reach, but I see 
the enclosure in which the 
university is placed, the wall anv 
one student can label "the 
so-called end.'' I did that. 
foundation. Lee, et al, in the same report, recommended that one particular type of 
visitation be extended to the following hours: 12 noon to 1:00 environment.· It takes physical, emotional as 
a.m., Sunday through Thursday; and 12 noon to 2 a.m. on Friday For instance, the college well as mental involvement in 
and Saturday. This amounts to a four hour increase each dav. student with his university order to make ideas real. 
But this is the year that the State Cabinet (sometimes cleverly environment has a world, a 
disguised as the Board of Education) comes up for (hopeful) reality, a single view point. He Hut I can not expect of the 
re-election. And, as most everyone realizes, it is times like these tends to stick to this environment student nor can he expect of 
when hopeful politicians avoid controversial issues like a barefoot and viewpoint unless advised to himself any understanding of my 
farmhand avoids fresh cow dung. do otherwise. experience unless he is a Co-Op or 
Since the Board of Regents is appointed by and answerable to Cooperative Education has has experimented with other 
the Board· of Education ... well, "Couldn't you kids be satisfied advised and brought to me untried environments. 
withanextrahouronweekdaysandanextratwoonweek-ends'! opportunity in a new I am writing this to make 
And that hasn't even gotten t<J the Board of Education yet. environment from which I can known my results, iust as a 
scientist reports his experimental 
results to the world. I am also 
urging students to experiment in 
other environmental fields of 
knowledge potential. Try Co-Op. 
Marguerite Bralts 
The 1''uTUre is a public 
document for the purpose of 
informing the members of the 
university community of 
related news, announcements 
and activities. Grossing 
approximately $9 ,065 from 
advertising annually, the 
FuTUre is circulated for an 
annual net cost to the state of 
approximately $17 ,660 or 8.5 
cents per copy. Total annual 
gross cost of publication is 
approximately $26,726. 
.. 
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~ .,.. .... Fl'7/t,'!!n News: Monday noon, 275-2606 Editor Asst. Editor I ' ~ (,,,f' Ads: Tuesday noon, ~75-2865 The FuTUre welcomes letters, TORREY STEWART "'~"'L" 21 : Repr~sented nationally by but cannot consider for News Editor _ . .,,--·- Nat1?_nal E_ducational publication any letters not The_ Fulyre 1s the wee.kly Adv~rt1s1ng Service, Inc., 360 bearing the writer's signature Copy Editor .... Barbara Rajchel Lead Reporters ... Jerry Brooks, Ip u b I 1cat1_0 n of_ F_I or1da Lexington Ave., New York, NY, and address. However, names Sports Editor ... Larry Mccorkle Michael Lochridge, Technological University ~f 10017 will be withheld upon request. Asst.SportsEditor .... FredCay Mike Myers, Orlando, Fla. The Fu TU re 1s -ADDRESS- Photo Editor ······Alan Geeslin Reporters ........ Dale Chisena, Advertising ....... Joanne Terry Alan Crouse, Heather Henry, ~8 published by President Charles fuTUre Newspaper The right is reserved to edit or Circulation Manager .. Russ Allan Charlotte Kurmer, 
N. Millican and written and Box 25,000, Orlando, FL 32816 refuse publication of letters Managing Lori Lambaiso, Steve Paulson, 
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Unions: To Be Or Not To Be? 
Recently, about 1,150 faculty 
members and librarians from New 
York University (NYU) voted on 
whether to remain non-union or 
to be represented by the 
American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT), according to the Wall 
Street Journal. 
AFT members favoring 
unionization argued that it would 
lead to pay increases, more job 
security and more influence over 
university · administration_ But 
NYU President James M. Hester 
and other NYU officials said 
unionization would threaten 
university finances, academic 
standards and rapport between 
the administration and the 
faculty. 
The union drive at NYU is an 
example of what may happen to 
more and more private 
universities, who until now have 
resisted unionization more than 
state universities and public 
junior colleges. 
As it does in other universities, 
the drive gains strength from 
budget cuts which endanger 
professorial salaries and jobs. 
According to the article, about 10 
per cent or 80,000 of the total 
faculty members and other 
professional employes in the 
United States have joined unions, 
while bargaining takes place at 
300 of the nation's 2,600 colleges 
and universities. 
Recent votes on the question 
of unionization have produced 
results of about half for, half 
against in colleges around the 
country. 
So far, onlyafewbrieffaculty 
work cessations have accurred, 
partly because professors lack the 
public support they need to 
sustain strikes. 
Three teacher organizations 
are most prominent in the 
unionization movement. . The 
400,000-member American 
Federation of Teachers (AFT) is 
the most militant of them, 
followed by the one 
million-member National 
Education Association and the 
9 0, 000-member .American 
Association of University 
Professors (AAUP). 
No. Of Overdue ·sooks Increases 
The AFT may be selected this 
spring as the bargaining agent for 
Florida's state university 
professors, according to a recent 
article in the "Oracle," the 
student newspaper of the 
University of South Florida. The 
Florida AFT organization has 
about 400 members headed by 
Dr. Kenneth Megill, a former 
University of Florida professor. 
Responding to the growing 
possibility of faculty 
unionization, Florida has already 
hired a consultant on teacher's 
unions. The increased number of 
overdue books resulting from 
the library's adoption -of an 
experimental plan to forego 
collection of overdue fines may 
force the library to resume fine 
collection in June. 
The number of overdue books 
during fall quarter, 1973 was 22 
per cent higher than that during 
the 1972 fall quarter, according 
to Lynn W. Walker, director of 
libraries. 
Library fines for overdue 
books were eliminated this 
academic year while FTU 
conducts an experiment for the 
Inter-Institution Committee on 
Libraries to determine the 
effectiveness of fines as a means 
of controlling the number of 
overdue books. 
The Inter - Institution 
Committee on Libraries is 
composed of the directors of the 
libraries of the nine universities 
of the State University System. 
1'''l'U proposed the plan for 
the study of library fines. The 
Board of Regents (BOR) then 
authorized the plan and FTU 
was allowed to forego the 
collection of fines this year in 
order to conduct _the 
experiment. FTU is the only 
state university involved in the 
program. 
In June, FTU will prep.are a 
report on the experiment to be 
presented to the Committee on 
Libraries. The BOR is 
responsible for changes in library 
fine policy. 
· Responding to the increase in 
overdue books, Walker said, "I 
have been very disappointed. I 
, still dislike the fine system 
personally." He said that unless 
there is a radical change in the 
overdue book situation by June, 
the library would be foi:ced to 
collect fines again. 
Walker said there is a great 
deal of red tape involved in the 
collection process as well as 
additional staff time, which 
causes it to result in financial· 
loss. The library has continued · 
to send out overdue notices 
although the fines are no longer 
collected. 
Walker said he hopes students 
will make a better attempt to 
return books on time. 
The BOR currently maintains 
a fine policy of 25 cents per day 
for overdue books. 
Although student enrollment 
increased from 6,852 during the 
University Registr~r Praised For Sensitivity To Students' Needs 
Editor: 
-- • • •• tw., ~· 
I'd like to - apphiud an 
administrator here at FTU who 
has demonstrated his -concern 
for the well-being of students 
time ancf time again. Dan 
Chapman, the University 
Registrar, has now expanded the 
hours of the Records/ Admis-
sions service counter to an 
ll1/2-hour day (8 a.m. to 7 :30 
p.m. Monday - Thursday), so 
that ALL · students can conduct 
their business with the impersonal bureaucracy! 
Registrar's Office according to I can't think of another 
their own schedule; · 1r0t ~he- - --~ c,oil-ege ,.. or--.··-univ.emity with 
tSchedute fe_.f-, the- y;taff, membeJ:S. ~-Gompa_rable efforts toward 
I know that any unpopularity personalization of education. Wg 
of this new schedule as reported staff members join the student 
by the FuTUre last Friday on body in high praise for Wm. Dan 
the part of the staff in the Chapman, a very underrated 
Registrar's Office is greatly administrator, whose sole 
overshadowed by the knowledge purpose is that of full service to 
that we might be helping the students. 
someone who might not 
otherwise be able to receive 
necessary information or service 
in an "8 to 5" structured, Name Withheld 
Coverage Expansion Suggested By Student (con't. from pg. 4) 
I hope this criticism will be " ... that if any would not 
fall of 1972 to 7 ,137 in the fall 
of 197 3, Walker said library 
circulation had dropped during 
that period. 
B_OOST 
.. ;D'r:Fti::•T··: ~,.·A~- ··mH· ·r~":bit.,~:-~ s 
r _L l.J . .L-1. ·i_· ·nf.i.,.I ·1~ 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES 
For Information 
CALL - 645-0138 - 'IOD.AY 
i:esponsible for the FuTUre's 
lack of--shall we say ... enthus- accepted in the spirit in which it. V)l.ork, . . neither , should he ,·. · 
i asm-nam_ely ," the bi~!floney . ' 
interests in the state. In any case 
the end-result is the vacant-eyed, 
Nix o n-su pportin g automatons 
now flourishing on the campus. 
If the FuTUre is to remain as 
it is, I suggest the following 
changes be made for the sake of 
ho"!lesty: 
1) The name Fu TU re be 
change to Orlando Sentinel 
Junior. 
2) All staff members be 
required to sign an oath in which 
they swear they will never write 
anything even remotely 
controversial or if possible, even 
interesting. 
3) The FuTUre cartoonists be 
awarded the Jim Ivey 
Marshmallow Award, for using a 
sledge-hammer medium to fling 
marshmallows at their targets. 
4) FuTUre columnist Mike 
Hall be allowed to abandon 
radical topics such as dorm 
visitation and push on to even 
more radical topics, such as 
acne. 
5) FuTUre stop using 
titillating words and phrases 
such as "damn" and "taxpayers' 
whorehouses." You aren't 
fooling anybody. More 
appropriate would be a suitable 
Bible psalm at the top of every 
edit~rial p'!g_e. 
was of fer~<t . . --~' · , eat, N __ Thess. 3.~ 1@. : · ; __ ; · .. 
· .. A~die A. M~rphy , - ,1-,·1 -· ._ 
Ed. Note: 
"Woe unto you when all men 
shall speak well of you, for so did 
their fathers to the false 
prophets,"--Luke 6:26 
"Let no corrupt 
"Whatsoever thy hand findeth 
to do, do it with thy 
might,"--Ecc. 9: 10 
communication proceed out of · 
your mouth but that which is 
good to the use of edifying that it 
may minister grace unto the 
hearers,"--Eph. 4:29 
. oo• 
,9 ot.• Village 
• A Unique Duplex Community 
You can be 5 minutes from class 
3 minutes from restaurants and shGµs 
and 
PAY REASONABLE RENT 
2 - Bedroom Duplexes 
4 miles north of FTU entrance 
At Alafaya Trail and Mitchell Hammock Road 
- Phone 365-3721 
in Oviedo 
J ~ •• 
... 
Tonight and Tomorrow Night - 8: 30 - YCAR 
Born too late for their own times. 
Uncommonly sienifican~ for ~urs. 
! I.. '01 ... I • ._ t. 
·Wednesday an.d next Friday ~ Satul"dfJ:Y 
evenings 8:30 VCAR 
Thursday at 7 p.m. YCAR . . 
) \\ \ 1\i \ J I l \ 1 II I.I t , l<l 
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Veterans Get Promo: 
Students Win Prizes 
Three FTU students received 
cash prizes for their contributions 
to a class project recently held to 
provide the campus Office of 
Veteran's Affairs with 
promotional posters to be 
distributed in the Orlando area. 
commander at FTU. 
Wiliiam Temple, a Vietnam 
veteran who served as a platoon 
sergeant, too}c the second place 
prize of $35. Temple is a junior. 
Mike Galletta received a $10 
check for third place. 
This is the first such project in 
the . university's history, 
according to Gambrell, who said 
attempts to hold a similar project 
will be made next year. 
Assistant professor J. J. 
From left to right are graphic design 
students Robert Ryan, Mike Galletta, 
professor J. J. Chavda, Veterans' 
Director Larry Matthews, and student 
William Temple. (Photo by Alan Geeslin) 
The three graphic design 
majors were presented with 
checks Monday by Dr. C. R 
Gambrell, Jr., vice president for 
academic affairs, after five judges, 
including William Dunn, editor of 
the Florida Magazine, developed 
a point system to. evaluate the 
posters. 
Robert Ryan, senior, won the 
first prize of $50. Currently 
Special Projects Officer with the 
campus branch of the ROTC, 
Ryan was the first cadet 
Chavda agreed to allow his 
Graphic Design I class to create 
advertising posters geared to 
motivate veterans to use their 
veterans' affairs educational 
benefits, through completion of 
high school or college. 4-Day Week· Possibility S.tudied 
The class scheduling 
subcommittee of FTU's special 
Task Force on Energy 
Conservation is presently 
studying the possibility of 
implementing a four-day week 
for the summer quarter. 
Shifting to a four-day week 
was discussed at last week's 
meeting of the task force. Dr. K. 
P. Taylor, chairman of the class 
scheduling subcommittee gave 
certain advantages and 
disadvantages of implementing a 
four-day week by spring quarter 
and the advantages and 
disadvantages of waiting until the 
summer quarter. . 
It was decid~d that there was 
not enough time to implement 
the four-day week by spring 
quarter so Dr. · C. B. Gambrell, 
chairman of the task force, 
directed the class scheduling 
subcommittee to proceed with 
recommendations and survey 
questions bearing on the possibh· 
implementation of a four-dav 
~eek by summer quarter. · 
Women's Self-Defense Offered 
A four-night program on self 
defense, intended mainly for 
WO , wm-be presented Jan . . 
29; -. 1, Feb. 5 and 7 at 8 p.m. in 
the Multi Purpose Room. 
The program will contain 
both physical and common sense 
defense measures. An instructor 
of women's self defense at 
Seminole Junior College and a 
member of the Orlando Police 
Department are expected to 
participate in the 
demonstrations. 
The presentation, a p~oduct 
of Resident Advisors Andy 
Taylor and Kevin Murphy and · 
FTU Police Department 
Investigator James Jordan, is 
expected to feature a different 
aspect of self defense each night. 
Duplicator Prices Double 
Use of the Xerox machine in 
the Duplicating Room has now 
doubled in cost for the srudent, 
according to Le~ Gross, acting 
filtl:!Hbr <if t>Hritib~ ~u6licaHo~s: 
Last quarter students paid a 
nickel for individual copies, but 
this quarter they must pay a 
dime per copy. 
Deparbnentai use of tlle 
' . -
Xerox machine has gone up one 
penny to 6 cents per copy. 
This price increase does not 
i elude the A. B. Dick machines in ~he Libr~y, which will remain 
a-.nickel per copy. . ,• rt' .... .:> •r11• 
PROFESSIONAL & CAREER APPAREL 
BUTLER PLAZA, CASSELBERRY 
HWY 436 & HOWELL BRANCH RD. 
'(305) 678-0975 
UNIFORMS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN & MEN 
Shoes - hose - supphose 
Aprons 
Separates 
Maternity uniforms & Pant suits 
Danskin leotards & Tights 
Volunteer uniforms 
Lab coats 
Career apparel 
FTU BASKETBALL ATTENTION CLUB PRESIDENTS! 
Today is the last day to update your files in order· to remain active. 
If you haven't done this yet, contact: 
ROUNDTRIP BUSES. 
If enough people sign up 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
Leave FTU 6:00 p.m. 
SIGN .UP IN VC 205 
Other Games Coming Up: 
JAN. 26 
Clearwater Christian 
Clearwater - FEB. 5 
FLA. Institute of Technology 
Melbourne - FEB. 9 
ST Leo .College 
Dade City - FEB. 12 
JOIN A 
Ellie Beasley 
SG Executive Secretary 
BABYSITTING JOBS 
If you'd like to earn some 
e~tra money babysitting, 
or .if you need a babysitter, 
contact 
LINDA NOAH 
SG OFFICE 
VC205 
275 - 2191 
vc2os· 
ENTERTAINMENT 
SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
¥¥-' ¥ 
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS 
Concert Jan. 27 
Tinker Field 
WOMETCO THEATRES 
FLORIDA STATE THEATRES 
UNIVERSITY - SUBURBAN DRIVE 
*** STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
VC216 or VC 205. 
9a.m. - 3p.m. 
CARPO.OL I • 
- IN 
• 
. 
.-
Council 
Dr. Wentworth Clarke was 
recently nominated for the 
office of president of the Florida 
Council for Social Studies for 
the 1974-75 term. 
Clarke is a professor of social 
studies and the advisor of the 
FTU Council. 
1 
Nominates 
The FTU Council began in 
1973, and now has 90 members. 
Anyone interested in social 
studies may join, regardless of 
his or her major. 
The Florida Council is· 
composed of professional 
teachers of social studies and 
students. 
Clarke 
.According to the FTU 
Council January 1974 bulletin, . 
"student members of the Florida 
Council. .. are in the position of 
being non-professional members 
of a professional organization 
with a full vote in state 
elections." 
News In Brief 
BLOOD NEEDED 
Two hundred and fifty blood 
donors are urgently needed for 
Jim Ballew, a local entertainer 
who is a hemophiliac. 
Donations may be made at any 
area blood bank. Credit should be 
made to the account of James 
David Ballew for transfer to the 
John Elliot Blood Bank in Miami. 
A mobile unit can be arranged for 
groups of 35 or more. For more 
information call 293-3787. 
TICKET SUBSIDY 
Tickets, regularly $6.50 at 
Streep's, are being sold at FTU 
for $5. They are available in VC 
205, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
today. 
S G will subsidize other 
tickets from Streep's in the 
future. 
FLORIDA REVIEW 
Deadline for submitting 
original fiction and verse to 
"The Florida Review" is Feb. 1. 
Technological University, P. 0. 
Box 25000, :orlando, Fla., 
32816. A self-addressed stamped 
envelope must accompany all 
manuscripts. 
CLUBS FILE 
Today is the finaJ day for 
campus clubs and organizations 
to file with Student Government 
in order to be recognized as an 
active university organization. 
Forms listing name of 
organization, advisor and current 
officers must be filed for clubs 
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For President 
Participation in last fall's 
state convention not only 
provided the FTU Council "with 
valuable experience and timely 
information for its members, but 
also state-wide recognition as a 
v i a b l e p re - p r o f e s s i o n al 
organization," according to the 
council bulletin. 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
~YOUR CAMPUS LUTHERAN <:HURCll~ 
ft INVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE ~ ~ Christian Education flour - Sunday 9: 15 a.m. ~ 
In Worship Sunday 10:30 a.m. at Hope Lutheran .Church N 2600 N. Dean Road (Go West on FTU Blvd., then South 
· on Dean Rd.) ~ Rev. Lance Netland of Lutheran Campus Ministry ff Member ·of FTU United Campus Ministry 
\'f 678-2011 )!~';H:.~~~~~~~--
THINGS N' THAT~· INC. 
HOME OF 25,000 CANDLES - UNISEX BOUTIQUE 
The spring issue of the 
literary magazine will be 
Student Gove~n-m:.ent -·js-· --: ·publish~·in May .. ~.'·: to be .. 1 ~lig~ble ~o ... receive ... , Latest In Pipes, Paper, Recyclers, "·"• 
subsidizing tickets to the Black Manuscripts may be mailed to 
Oak Arkansas concert to be held "The Florida Review," 
Sunday. Department of English, Florida 
alfocations from SG. ' t "•) .... 1 1 .. 1 
Forms are available in the SG 
office in the Village Center. 
A TOTALLY NEW LIFE JUST 
10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS 
Including: Volleyball - Basketball - Handball 
"- tennis courts free pool tables 
Heated Whirlpool Steambath 3 pools 
Mirrored exercise room with universal gym 
Studio _ One & Two Bedroom Apts. 
6 Month Lease $50 Deposit 
2250 North Semoran ( 1 ¥2 mile S. of FTU Blvd.) 678-2111 
Bongs, and Hookas F rffm C"inf a H lndta 
Novelty i:andles 
Unisex Shirts Imported From Turkey, 
India and Iran. 
Hanging Herb Gardens And Te~rarium~ 
Leather Bags Belts 
Jewelry From Mexico, 
Love Beads, 
New Shipment Of Hawaiian 
Unisex Dresses And Mens Shirts 
Designer Clothes, Mens Slacks 
Embroidered Shirts 
Western Wear 
Brand New 
Unisex Nail Head· Denim Shirts 
Amber Mrican Prayer Beads 
African Unisex Dashikis 
BUTLER WOOLCO PLAZA 
HOWELL BRANCH RD. & HWY. 436 
CASSELBERRY, FLA. 32707 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Rates listed are CASH WITH 
COPY. All classified advertising 
is subject to a 5-line minimum. 
No charge for Lost & Found and 
Carpool advertising. Ad deadline 
is Tuesday noon. 
1 Issue ... 25 cents per line p~r 
issue 
2 Consecutive Issues ... 23 cents 
per line per issue 
3 Consecutive Issues ... 21 cents 
per line per issue 
4 or more Consecutive ... 19 
cents per line per issue 
for rent 
Elderly woman wishes to share 
her 3-bdrm home with FTU 
student. Only 2 mis. from FTU 
$55 mo. includes utilities. Call 
273-2212 after 6 p.m. or 
273·5609. 
Needed female roommate $60 
rno. 3770 Khayyam Ave. across 
from Univ. Call Mr. Robert 
Valone, manager at 894-2970. 
50 x 125 ft. PRIVATE. <Dly 12 
minutes from FTU . NOT IN A 
PARK. 838-1439. 
$140mo. 
New one bedroom furnished apt. 
Double occupancy 
273-5610 & 644-4464 
for two weeks 
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE--New 
2 bdrm, duplex apts in quiet, 
wooded setting. Fully shag 
carpeted with central heat/air. 
Appliances & drapes are 
furnished. Laundry in backyard 
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance 
at Mitchell Hammock Rd. in 
Oviedo. $160 per month. Tel. 
365-3721. 
for sale 
1968 Plymouth GTX 425 Hemi, 
4 speed, bucket seats, tan with 
black vinyl top, black interior, 
top condition! $1500. Call Bev 
at ext. 2246; after 5:00 call 
678-5744. 
Surfboard-Ron Jon, 7 ft. Good 
c~~m~a;- $30. Cal I ext. 
28J l~-as_K'forhloria. 
Spacious 4 bdrm, 2 bath Spanish 
home in desirable location. 
Convenient to FTU, Navy base, 
, and E/W Expressway. Living rm, , 
dining rm, family rm~ equipped _ 
eat-in kitchen, lake access. Low 
40's, assume loan. 678-2042. 
G.E ~ Stereo: tur~table, amp. 
with AM-FM radio & 8 track -
tape player, two speakers. Still 
under '1 year warranty. $300 
ne~,JlOW $200. 647-7106. 
1972 Harley-Davidson Rapicfo 
125cc, excellent condition, low 
mileage. $425. · Call 365-5960 
evenings. 
Zigzag sewing machine, 5 yrs 
old, perfect condition. Does 
buttonholes, great for kn its. 
$60. Call 671-1054. 
1971 MG Midget $1500 or best 
offer. Call
1
838·9989. 
. M9bile home 1972 12 x . 50 2 
bedroom, air, furnished. Equity 
and as.same payments of 
$869.21·. Call 568-2830 after 6 • 
weekdays, anytim~ ,vve~ken~s. 
71 Jeep, 4-wheel driv~, loaded, 
$2SOm. f11 3' ·- bass fuoci-t; mo~:or ~ 
trailer $500--with extras·. Call 
27.66 or.299-6383, after 5 p.m. 
Datsun 1968 Gopd condition, 1 
owner $700. Ohone 568-4725 or 
841-8134. . 
Hanging wicker chair ·- best 
offer. 678-0944. 
lost & found 
LOST--Miniature, red, female, 
dachshund wearing only flea 
collar. Lost Friday night, Jan. 
18, at corner of FTU Blvd. and 
Alafaya Trail. Please call Mike at 
831-6670. THANK YOU. 
LOST--Man's silver wristwatch in 
the Engineering Bldg. "Accutron 
Astronaut" engraved clasp. $20 
REWARD. Treasured keepsake. 
Call 644-3348. 
FOUND: Jeans jacket. Call Mike 
277-4126 and identify. 
services 
Child care in residential home --
E astb rook-Go I den rod area, 
prefer girls 4-5 years old. Call 
678-1231. 
Term Papers got you down? 
Thesis? Resumes? Fast, 
experienc(\?d typist for hire. Very 
reasonable, rates. Call 645-4581. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
HELP AVAILABLE 20 years 
Technical Writing Experience 
Mrs. Norman Tusler, 715 Venus 
Dr., Space Coast Gardens, Cocoa 
-- 632-7476. 
ltelp wanted 
Accounting student 
preferred-need bookkeeping and 
accounting help two or three 
mornings per week $2.75/hr. 
Call Mr. Brack 423-4491 or see 
Dennis, LB 215. 
Relocating in Orlando and need 
female to live in my residence 
either part or fu II time to help 
care for two small children-need 
as of Feb. 2. Salary plus room 
and brd. Call Collect to Miami 
233-9642 evenings. 
car pools-
Married female student desires 
ride from area of Sanford Plaza 
to FTU on MTWF, leaving Plaza 
area at 8:20 a.m. Class hours are 
from 9-3 MTWF. Have own 
transportation and wi II take 
riders, but prefer to ride with 
someone. Please contact Marilyn 
Wetherington at 323-4421 if 
interested. 
personal 
L. W. "Buzz off!" C. & D. J. 
WHO (MALE) HAS GOT THE 
BEST LEGS?Fraternity· members? 
Faculty? Staff? Independents? 
Student organizations? Find out 
at the Panhellenic "Sexy Legs" 
contest Feb. 22. Entries are 
available at the Panhellenic 
Office, VC 207. 
ALAFAYA TRAIL .APARTffiENTS 
WHERE THE ~\CTION IS 
JUST COMPLETED 
~ v 'i 136 Furnished and Unfurnished Apartments. 
LIVE in a truly modern complex! 
Tennis Courts, Volley Ball, Basketball, Pool, Recreation 
Room, Fishing Lake, Laundry Rooms, Security" Service. 
I MILE SOUTH OF FTU ENTRANCE 
OPEN FOR INSPECTION 9-6 275-8950 
NAKED CITY 
There used to be a TV show that ended each week wi;th the line: 
'There are eight million stories in the naked city; you have just seen 
one of them!' 
Stripped of the drama, the producer's statement simply maintains 
_that every person in New Yor,!c City;had a st-0rv to"tell : _ 
yve maintain that the Florida Tech c~m';nunity may noth.;;e ·'as · 
m~ny stories, but there are stories. And ours are probably better, 
any.way. (We haven't been cancelled ...... yet.) 
We can't promise you network TV (are you kidding, on our budget?) , 
but we do have time on local radio. 
We currently produce two different shows each week, and shou Id be 
.starting the third show by the time you read this. -
FTU VIEWS is a 4% minute show presented Friday evenings at 
8: 55 p.m. on WLOO-FM, Winter Park - that's 103.5 on the FM dial. 
This show is a quick, informative look at some activity or organization 
at Florida Tech which would like a little publicity. 
FTU: ON CAMPUS is a half hour discussion/interview show broad-
cast on WLOF, Orlando (950 on AM) at 8:30 a.m. on Sunday morning. 
The show is based on the concept of drawing from the resident know-
ledge of the University community to discuss matters of community 
interest. 
FTU VIEWPOINT is to be a new 15 minute show that will be broad-
cast by WTRR, Sanford. This show will be somewhat similat to ON 
CAMPUS and focus on issues of real public interest. 
These guidelines are somewhat flexible, and the purpose of this little 
. write-up is to find out what your pet project, or secret intellectual vice,· 
. or whatever is. In other words, we're offering an electronic soapbox of 
sorts. 
· Seriously, there are topics .of interest and vaiue that we would like to 
. cfi~uss, but we don't know YOUR special interest. We'd like to hear 
from you .if you even suspect you have some information that someone 
else might be interested in. Just let us know, and then it's our job to 
P.repare a show around it 
If you'd like some more information, or have some ideas (even diff-
erent for productions) or comments, please call the Public Information 
Office, ext 2504, and leave a message for me. I'll likely be in a class 
(or missing one) when you call, so I'll get back in touch with you as soon 
as possible. * * * * * * Thanks, Vince McGough 
Campus 
"" Glances 
'FUTURE SHOCK' 
"FuTure Shock" will be 
shown at the Orlando Public 
Library on Friday, Feb. 1 at 7 
and 8 p.m. 
The movie studies the impact 
of technology on mankind and is 
narrated by Orson Wells. Alvin 
Toffler's best-selling book is the 
basis of this critically acclaimed 
film, which will be shown free 
for young people between the 
ages of 12 and 25. 
VISIT TO CAPE 
Approximately 25 of FTU's 
Air Force ROTC cadets visited 
Cape Kennedy AFB recently to 
tour the Space Center. 
Some cadets said classroom 
instruction is made more 
meaningful through visits to the 
Air Force bases where they 
receive briefings on base 
activities and observe first-hand 
the operations of the Air Force. 
If you're rolli~g cigarettes 
like you've got 5 -thumbs, 
we'll give you a hand. 
a rude clumsy oaf. r--:.-, ~ 
No more sticking J I ~ I We're the original high 
together 2 papers -~ I quality, slaw burning 
and hoping that ~ - ~ ---- j paper of double width. 
while you're rolling Try e-z wider papers They're 
they don't split big enough· so you only lick once . 
open again. With e-z wider robett bwrtoft ouocial••· Oct . 
you con roll a fine . - · • -- _I_ ~ IJ7 0011 2S1h '' · 
smoke every single time. double width paper. ,_ ~·w Y••• 10010 
STRANGE ·cARGO, 
INC. 
UNISEX BOUTIQUE 
GRAND OPENING 
THE WAY OUT PLACE 
IN TOWN 
WHERE JHE STRANGE 
BECOMES A REALITY 
UNISEX CLOTHES, LEATHER, 
JEWELRY, CANDLES, 
INCENSE 
POSTERS, PIPES 
AND HOOKAS 
A PLACE FOR HEADS 
ALUMA SHOPPING CENTER 
BEHIND BORIS' RESTAURANT 
678-0016 
.-
l 
I ~ 
~.· 
Activity Calendar 
FRIDAY 
Sigma Sigma Chi 
8a.m.-llp.m. MPR 
Sigma Delta Chi 
11 a.m. TV studio 
Zen Meditation Class 
2-5 p.m. VC 216 
Dept. of Music: Choir 
2-3 p.m. VCAR C&B 
Sigma Sigma Chi 
6-11 p.m. CB 1-2 fl. 
Sigma Chi 
8: 30-11 p.m. EN 318 
Movie: "Summer of'42" 
8:30p.m. VCAR 
Sigma Sigma Chi 
llp.m. VCAR 
SATURDAY 
Sigma Sigma Chi 
8 a.m.-2 p.m. CB 1-2 fl.-
Sigma Sigms Chi 
2p.m. VCAR 
Movie: "Summer of '42" 
8: 30 p.m. VCAR 
SUNDAY 
UCM: Scripture Study 
9:30-10 a.m. VC 214 
Folk Mass 
10 a.m. VC TV room 
Delta Sigma Pi 
3-5 pm. LB 210 
Zeta Tay Alpha 
5: 30-9 p.m. VC 211, 214 
Kappa Sigma_ 
6-11 p.m. EN 108, 109 
MONDAY 
VC Popular Entertainment 
4-5 p.m. VC 200 
VC Board Meeting 
5-6 p.m. VC 200 
Tyes 
6-9 o.m. VC 214 
Karate Lessons 
6p_m. MPR 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
6-9 pm. VCAR C 
CYR MEETING 
The College Young 
Republicans will have a 
meeting Friday, Jan 25 
Room VC 200, 2: OOp.m. 
All interested please 
attend. 
Alpha Chi Omega 
6-10 p.m. VC 211 
Tri Delta 
6:30-8:30 p.m. EN 337 
TUESDAY 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
11 a.m.-noon AD 162 
1ntramurals 
11 a.m.-noon VC 200 
IEEE 
lla.m. EN305 
SGStaff 
Noon-1 p.m. VC 200 
IFC 
4-5 p.m. VC200 
Mini-knitting Session 
4p.m. VC219 
Alpha Chi Omega 
5-7:30p.m. MPR 
RHA 
8--10 p.m. MPR 
WEDNESDAY 
VC Performing Arts 
5-6 p.m. VC 200 
Karate Lessons 
6p.m. MPR 
Movie: "Wild Bunch" 
8: 30 p.m. VCAR 
THURSDAY 
Panhellenic 
lla.m.-1:30pm. VC211 
V C Recreation 
11 a.m.-noon VC 200 
Sociology Club 
11 a.m.-noon EN 109 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
11 a.m.-noon AD 162 
SGSenate 
Noon-1 p.m. EN 360 
Beta Beta Beta 
Noon-1 pm. SC 335 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Noon-1 p.m. LB 233 
Public Relations Club 
Noon-1 p.m. AD 108 
Phi Chi Theta 
Noon-1 p.m. CB 102, 110 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon 
Noon-2 p.m. VC 214 
Chess Tournament Meeting 
Noon-1 p.m. VC game rm. 
VCSpeaker 
4-5 p.m. VC 200 
Mini-Knitting Sessions 
4pm. VC219 
Pool Tournament Meeting 
7-8 p.m. VC game rm. 
Peckinpah film: "Wild 
Bunch" 
7p.m. VCAR 
CLASSICAL RECORDS 
-* ·GALORE • · 
Largest Selection in Town 
Box Sets - Symphonies - Complete Operas ~ 
WE SPECIAL ORDER AT NO EXTRA CHARGE 
MUSIC SHACK 
- BUTLER PLAZA -
1429 E. SEMOAAN BLVD. CASSELBERRY, FLORIDA 
678-1765 32707 
. REMEMBER - WE1RE NOT JUST ANOTHER RECORD STORE 
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Delta Sigma Theta 
First Black Sorority 
Delta Sigma Theta, a national 
social sorority, was selected to 
become . this university's first 
predominantly black sorority at 
a recent meeting of FTU 
women. 
The drive to start the sorority 
was initiated by senior Pearl 
Alexander during fall quarter, 
and a meeting was held for all 
interested coeds late in the 
quar.ter. 
Represen_tatives of . three 
predominantly black national 
sororities, Delta Sigma Thea, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha and Zeta Phi 
Beta, met with interested coeds 
late in the quarter. 
Valerie Scott, a junior, will 
serve as coordinator for the FTU 
chapter and Orlando alumni 
groups. 
Pam Browning, assistant for 
student development.,. who is 
helping the coeds establish the 
chapter, said that the group 
should be fairly well organized 
by the end of winter quarter. 
BOOST 
FTU ATHLETICS 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES 
For Information 
CALL 678-2340 TODAY 
\ -
425-4841 
THIS IS THE NUMBER TO CALL BY 9:00 PM 
TO HAVE YOUR DELICIOUS PIZZA DELIVERED 
TO YOUR DORM AREA OR YO~R APARTMENT AREA! 
DELIVERY SCHEDULE: 
FTU DORMS -- 10 PM AT VC CIRCLE 
UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS -- 10:20 PM 
AT THE REAR PARKING LDT 
FTU APARTMENTS 10:30 PM 
AT THE REC •. ROOM. 
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Season's Most Crucial Game To Begin 8 p.m. At Rollins 
ngry Knights ackle at Rollins Tomorrow 
especially looking forward to tomorrow 
By LarryMcCorkle 
It's that time of the season 
again. 
Once a year the poverty 
stricken in-starters of Florida 
Tech (just down the ro!id from 
Oviedo) pack up their 1959 
vintage Volkswagens and travel 
across county : to the 
highly-taxed, affluent 
community of Winter Park to 
play the Oldsmobile driving, 
Chivas Regal, northern 
sophisticates of Rollins College. 
In basketball, not bridge. The 
rivalry resumes tomorrow night 
at 8 p.m. at Rollins' Enyart 
Alumni Fieldhouse. · 
Rollins won the first match by 
nine points and came back to win 
last year's game, 80-79, in 
overtime. FTU was ahead at 
halftime by nine points in that 
game. 
Rollins will loek to the scoring 
primarily from any of six 
athletes. Bruce Howland, . a 6-6 
sophomore from Cincinnati led 
the Tars in scoring last year with a 
16.2 average. Marcus Wilson, a 
6-0, guard with outstanding 
quickness, added 12.6 points per 
game. Steve Heis, a 6-5 forward, 
Lonnie Butler (who scored 14 
points in the second half last 
year) and guard Tom Klusman 
also figure in Rollins balanced 
scoring. Gary Parsons, a 6-5 
freshman from Winter Park, has 
been sparking Ed Jucker's squad 
in recent w~eks. 
coached Cincinnati an'd. Oscar 
Robertson to the NCAA 
Collegiate Championship in 
1961. His notoriety and 
reputation has reputed to have 
swayed many an officials' 
whistle. 
FTU coach Torchy Clark 
thinks that Rollins will keep tight 
pressure on FTU--possibly even 
resort to a man-to-man defense. 
"We'll have the size, they'll have 
the quickness." 
"We can stay with them if we 
handle the pressure," said Clark. 
"And if we don't , they could 
blow us out." 
"As far as I'm concerned, 
(Tom) Klusman is the key to their 
offense," said Clark. "Rollins is 
quick, handles the ball well, and 
doesn't turn the ball over." 
A quick, pressing team puts 
constant pressure on the 
opposing team's guards, and in 
this aase the pressure is on Angelo 
Callins and Arnett Hall. 
Callins, averaging about 12 
ppg, has been the leader of FTU's 
fastbreak in recent weeks. 
Says Torchy Clark, "Angelo 
has really sparked us. He gives us 
that quickness.we need." 
Hall is leading the team with a 
20 point average . 
Other starters for FTU include 
John Smith, Bob Jones and Tod 
Dan en. 
The 6-5 skyleaping Smith has 
lived up to the expectations of 
Clark. "We knew he would be our 
wheelhorse and he has been." 
night's encounter with cross-town rival Jucker, of course, is the 
-----~--;:-~t"':-:-~,,_.,,.._,,..,,....,;-.~-------R-o_n_i_n_s.:.:;.:_.{..::.r--=. ~:..:·o-='~.::.~o....:· ::.'?:..:.;~:.....J_i_m_M_a_tt_h_e_w_s_) ---·~~:.=l~J!:l , ;'i~f~pnd )1iear .. -0oac~ at R<>Uin~ who_1 
FTU's Bob Jones snatches a rebound in 
last week's 80-68 victory over New York 
Tech. Jones, an Orlando product, is 
·Jones, a 6-5 product from 
Orlando, according to Clark "is a 
steady ballplayer that has the 
maturity." "He knows what he's 
-J . doing Q,Ut~:th.ere,"!"srud' Clark. 
Wrest Ung Power Hofstra Visits FTU 
Lastly, there is 6-10 Danen who 
has improved so much already 
that Clark says he is "playing 
better than I ever expected." 
Student Government is 
sponsoring a bus to the game for 
those on campus that can't fine a 
ride. Anyone interested should 
sign up in the Student 
Government office in the Village 
Center. 
By Fred Cay 
"All the guys on the team 
agree that our schedule couldn't 
be any tougher--but its going to 
be tougher next year." 
So says FTU wrestling Head 
Coach Gerry Gergley about the 
Knights' killer schedule which 
finds them battling the best from 
around the country--Florida, 
Nebraska-Omaha, John Carroll, 
Alabama et al. 
And the trend continues this 
afternoon at 2 p.m. in the · FTU 
Village Center Assembly Room 
when the Knight grapplers come 
up against Hofstra University 
from Hempstead, N.Y., a school 
of 12,000 which has built one of 
the most powerful wrestling 
teams in the East. Gergley sees 
them comparable with John 
Carroll, an ominous note since 
that school from Cleveland, Ohio, 
handled the Knights 30-5 just a 
week ago. 
As for Gergley's statement 
about next year's schedule being 
tougher--well, that remains to be 
c:;een, but as his wrestlers will 
quickly tell you, it's quite 
demanding. 
FTU now has a 4-3 record, 
mediocre unless you consider the 
losses were to Florida, 
Nebraska-Omaha and John 
arroll. and only the latter by a 
lopsided margin . Gergley, with 
his team near the national 
reputation he has been striving 
for the past three seasons (the 
Knights are ranked in the top 20 
of Division II), has set out to get 
as many nationally-respected 
• earns as possible on this year's 
sked. So the record may be 
unimpressive, but not to the 
"inside" observer. 
Hofstra was 8-0 at the start of 
its Southern trek but will have to 
be near-spectacular to keep that 
string going. Starting Tuesday, 
the Flying Du tcbmen faced five 
straight days of rugged meets 
with Tennessee, Georgia, Tech, 
Florida, FTU today and Tampa 
Saturday. 
FTU's starting lineup has been 
_foture 
SFORIS 
juggled a bit. Scotty Sherman and 
Jeff Einerson will trade 
places--Sherman competing at 
118 pounds and Einerson moving 
up to 126. The move is Gergley's 
plan to prepare Sherman for state 
and possible regional competition 
at the lower weight, where. he 
figures to be more effective. 
Also, Mike Wareing has moved 
down to challenge Elio Junco at 
142 pounds. Tom Hammons, 
Dave Alberts and Tim Finneran 
are welcome returnees from the 
injured list. 
Hofstra has an ample roster of 
competitors headed by 
177-pound Dennis Garetano, 
190-pound Rudy Fiorvanti and 
118-pound frosh Nick Gallo--all 
undefeated. The most 
SG 's Constantine Makes Sidebet 
FTU Cagers Ready For Rollins 
What do some of the 
basketball players think about 
tomorrow night's game with 
Rollins. 
"It means a lot to us." said 
Arnett Hall, FI'U's leading scorer. 
"We're looking forward to a 
possible tournament bid but 
even if that wasn't the case we'd 
still want to beat them," said the 
Gainesville native. "We should 
have beaten them last year, 
continued Hall. "Everybody's 
under the impression that Rollins 
is better," said Hall, looking 
somewhat annoyetl." But they're 
not." 
Bob Jones-·"It's the important 
basketball game of the year for 
us. It's like a city championship, 
And besides, both teams are going 
for tournament bids." 
Angelo Callins--"! think we'll 
beat them on the boards and on 
the fastbreak. We want to pay 
them back for last year, and well, 
just show Rollins that we are 
.better." 
Dave Thompson--"This is THE 
big game of the year. There seems 
to be a lot more emphasis put on 
this game than any other." 
Pete Haas--"We'll be up for the 
game. It'll be one of the biggest 
games of the season. If you saw 
last year's game you saw we 
experimented with three 
referees--one of which was Jucker 
(the Rollins coach)." 
Mike McDaniels--"Being from 
Wisconsin I don't know much 
about the team, but from what 
I've heard it'll be a good game." 
Tod Danen--"We'll be there." 
Student government President 
Lee Constantine also has strong 
feelings on the game. 
"I'm ready for this game," said 
Constantine, vigorously pumping 
his arm as if shooting a basket_ 
Constantine also has a side bet on 
the game with Rollins' student 
government president. 
eye-catching performer may be 
soph heavyweight Don Mayorga, 
with seven pins among his eight 
straight wins. 
. Tod Danen_, affectionately called "Toddles" by close 
fnends, uses his long arms to control the tap against New 
· York Tech 's Hilton Armstrong. Danen's strong inside play 
has sparked FTU in recent games. (Photo by Jim 
Matthews) 
.d r' 
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FTU Drops To 4-3 
After 30-5 Loss 
By Fred Cay 
~efore last Friday's match 
with John Carroll, FTU wrestling 
Coach Gerry Gergley 
acknowledged it could be the 
"toughest of the year" for his 
young squad. 
Still the 30-5 setback was 
disheartening because, as Gergley 
put it, "we just had a bad day all 
around. We looked flat most of 
our guys didn't wrestle up to their 
capabilities." 
"fm afraid our guys were just 
psyched out because of the Naval 
Training Centeii Open," Gergley 
mused after the one-sided bou t. 
The previous Saturday , John 
Carroll had outscored FTU 87-48 
at the NTC and dominated eight 
of the 10 weight classes. 
FTU heavyweight Pet.e Berkery (right) 
squares off with 340-pound Joe Bertelone in 
last Friday's John Carroll meet in the FTU 
Village Center. Berkery and Bedelone 
battled to a 1-1 draw. (Photo by Jim 
Matthews) 
One who did, though, was 
150-pound Mike Shivers, making 
his first appearance in five weeks. 
Shivers, now 4-0, who has been 
troubled by an injured knee and 
painful hip pointer, showed 
flashes of the spectacular form 
and quick moves that have made 
him one of the Knights' key 
performers and the lone winner in 
this particular meet. 
The Blue Stre aks, still 
undefeated and ranked no. 2 in 
Division III, got impressive wins 
from 190-pound all-American 
Torn Carbo who decisioned 
Randy Jessee, 13-2, and Al Hess 
who scored the quick pin over 
Wareing. 
The opening match went to 
118-pound Mike Janetti who won 
4-3 over Jeff Einerson despite the 
fact Einerson held the riding time 
advantage. Scotty Sherman, who 
led early in his 126-pound bout, 
lost 6-2 and FTU wins leader Pat 
Murphy fell to talented 
134-pound Mark Cale, 8-2. Elio 
Junco, previously undefeated, 
lost to Tim Pozyniak, 4-0. 
ATO Cagers Trim TKE 53-52 In 2 OTs · 
It was the longest game of the 
• season and neither team was 
fighting for a title, but despite 
those two minuses Wednesday's 
basketball battle between Alpha 
Tau Omega and Tay Kappa 
Epsilon will be remembered by 
most those who witnessed it as 
the best of the year. 
ATO emerged a 5 3-52 
double-overtime winner in the 
clash between the oldest of 
campus fraternity rivals, with a 
win in nextWednesday'sLambda 
Chi Alpha game needed to clinch 
second place for ATO. 
Rich Johnston's 10-footer 
with 11 seconds left in that 
second overtime won it. Rod 
Rodriguez' 20-foot jumper then 
bounded off the back of the rim 
as the final horn sounded ending 
the season for the defending cage 
champs. 
ATO scored the last seven 
points of-· the initial hillf• .fo11 ua.-
sizable 26-18 bulge. However, 
TKE surged back to tie at 30-30 
on three straight buckets by Steve 
Jackson. ATO then reeled off 
seven points in a row but a Tom 
Clark jumper capped yet another 
TKE comeback to knot it at 
39-39. Larry Johnston then hit 
from outside and Mike Beatty's 
two free throws made it 43-39 
but TKE's Keith Parks and Larry 
McCorkle both hit from in close 
to send it into overtime. 
Jackson's steal and layup 
pushed it into a second extra 
period settingup Rich Johnston's 
game-winner after TKE had held 
a 52-49 edge. 
***** Women's speedball came to an 
abrupt halt this week with neither 
Tyes or Tri-Delta (the only teams 
entered) winning the title. Both 
teams refused to play in 
Wednesday's championship after 
a Tyes' player suffered a broken 
collarbone and dislocated hip in 
Tuesday's game won by 
Tri-Delta, 10-2. Tyes won the 
previous day, 4-0. 
Independent title games will 
dominate next week's intramural 
scene. Playoff games are 
scheduled Wednesday between 
the Black and Gold League 
champs, probably the Raiders vs. 
Manifest Destiny South, and 
between the White and Red 
titlelists--Faculty-Staff & 
>o1r ~.t.uden ,t,s , • QP.P.Q~lng . eith.e.lt ..,1 
Maguire's Raiders or P. E. Majors. 
The Raiders won two tough 
games to take the driver's seat in 
the Black League, 45-40 over 
Eople Sunday and a 27-25 
squeaker over Dudes Tuesday. 
Ray Thomas scored 10 points to 
lead the Raiders in Tuesday's win. 
P.E. Majors got by the TKE 
Over the Hill Gang 33-28 and 
Maguire's Raiders dropped 
Beulah's Bombers 31-28 Sunday. 
*** ** 
Bill and Marsha Wicks took the 
team title in last Saturday' s coed 
FTU Females Fall To Florida 
FTU's women basketball team 
opened the season on a 
discouraging note losing to the 
University of Florida, 53-24, last 
Saturday in Gainesville. 
The combination of too much 
Basebal I Starts 
Spring Practice 
FTU's baseball team officially 
began practice Monday for it's 
second varsity season with 
much-improved defense and 
pitching, according to Coach 
Doug Holmquist. 
Sev eral junior college 
transfers , as well as a couple of 
freshman hopefuls, figure to 
break into this year's lineup. Most 
notable new face is Luis Escobar 
of Colombia, the " best college 
player in the state ," according to 
Holmquist. He is set for second 
base while frosh find Tim Smi th, 
who greatly impressed the coach 
during fall league games, is 
probable starter at third. 
Returning lettermen include 
team captain Dave String, 
shortstop Jim Horvath, pitchers 
Pete MacLauchlin Bill Larsen 
and Dave Draper, First-baseman 
George Royal and outfielders 
Ron Bebe and Jeff See. 
Florida height and cold FTU 
shooting resulted in the lopsided 
triumph. One of Florida's 
women, who is over 6-0 tall, 
latched onto 19 rebounds and 
scored 19 points. While she was 
dominating the boards, FTU, 
according to Coach Patricia 
Higginbotham, "simply couldn ' t 
buy a basket." 
FTU hit only 10 of 45 from 
the field and missed 13 free throw 
attempts. "The girls were really 
cold," said Miss Higginbotham 
who attributed the poor shooting 
to a lack of practice. 
Most of the girls op timistically 
looked upon the loss as just there 
third practice. 
The game was essentially over 
before it started as FTU found 
itself down, 27-4. From that 
point on they played fairly even . 
Judy Hall led FTU with 11 
points. 
Accord i ng t o Miss 
Higginbotham, Anne Kennedy 
stood out for FTU with an 
outstanding defensive effort. 
This Saturday FTU will play in 
a double elimination tournament 
in Tampa beginning at 9 a.m. 
Sou th Florida is the host of the 
to u rnament which includes 
fav orites Flagler and Rollins as 
bowling tournament at Colonial 
Lanes with a 930 total. 
Runners-up were Mike D' Amico 
and Debbie Brock with 907. 
Men's high series went to Torn 
Bonds who rolled a 553 while 
Marsha Wicks had the women's 
high of 436. Individual high 
games were recorded by Tony 
Windsor (193) and Debbie Brock 
(183). Twelve teams were entered 
and each participant rolled three 
games. 
***** 
After the first four FTU 
grapplers lost decisions for a 12-0 
John Carroll lead, Shivers rallied 
from a 3-0 second-period deficit 
with a spinning reversal, then 
scoring a near-pin on his tiring foe 
for a 5-3 victory to regain a flicker 
of hope for FTU in the meet. 
However, before the cheering 
home fans had settled in their 
seats following the encouraging 
Tom Page and Judy Hall were win, 158-pound Mike Wareing 
the winners of the free-throw (usually a 150-pounder) was 
contest held Jan. 17 . Page netted quickly pinned in 58 seconds and 
32 of 40 (80 per ~ent) for the th e m a r gin was an 
men's crown while Hall hit 28 of insurmountable 18-3. 
40 (70 per cent) to win the Only other points for the 
women's title. Men's runners-up Knights were earned by 
were Mike Beatty and Fred Cay heavyweight Pete Berkery who 
with 28 ~ach (had to get that in) struggled to a 1-1 draw with Joe 
and women tied for second were Bertelone, a bowling ball-like 
Kim Drury and Patty Pontis who 340-pounder who stands no more 
both hiq_9 . ____ t_h_an~six fe:..:::e::.:.t. ___ _ 
"I don't like excuses," said 
Gergley, "but we just looked flat 
and you can't afford that against 
a team like that. Einerson could 
have had a draw and Sherman 
wrestled his worst match of the 
year. He had trouble making 
weight this week and probably 
weakened at the end." 
Injuries again limited overall 
team strength. Usual starters Tom 
Hammons (158 ), Tim Finneran 
(177) and Dave Alberts (167) 
were all sidelined. Roy Terepka, 
forced to go as a 177 -pounder, 
gave up almost 20 pounds to his 
opponent, losing 6-1. 
The loss left FTU 4-3 in dual 
meets and. currently on a 
- three-meet wrong-way skein. 
FTU Oarsmen 'Improved ' 
By Joe DeSalvo 
Last year, the FTU crew team had 
a successful season . According to 
Coach Dennis Kamrad, the 
upcoming season will be even 
more promising. 
Karnrad , in his second year as 
FTU's coach, pointed out the 
"plu~es and minuses" of the crew 
team for this year. On the plus 
side, he said there was a good 
tum out for the team, and that the 
team has a "good nucleus" (a 
good contingent of oarsmen). 
On the mi nus side, lack of 
equipment heads the list. The 
team has only two shells, a 
lightweight and heavyweight. The 
lightweight shell was recently 
given to the team by the 
"Orlando Sentinel-Star." The 
biggest problem is that the 
heavyweights can not fit in t he 
lightweight shell forcing them to 
use an old heavyweight shell. 
The energy crisis has also hurt the 
crew team. Kamrad said the crew 
will have to restrict traveling and 
cut the number of meets in which 
it can compete. 
Kamrad is "very happy" about 
the team's personnel, which 
consists of 25 men and 13 
women. He is counting on some 
new talent from Edgewater and 
Winter Par~ High Schools and the 
Sanford Naval Academy. 
Th e ligh t weigh t s are the 
defending state champions and 
this year's squad will · be much 
stronger with the help of some 
new recruits. The heavyweight 
team , according to Kamrad, 
hopes to improve last year' s 
third-place ranking in the state. 
Kamrad said FTU's crew team 
" isn't on the same level as Rollins 
or FIT, but because we are 
competitive, we'll give them areal 
challenge." . 
Kamrad said he hopes that there 
will be a women 's team this 
season, but due to lack of 
funding, the te am is " in 
jeopardy." 
One of the big meets the team will 
enter this year is the Miami 
Invitational Regatta, which will 
include representatives from 
South America and Belgium . The 
meet will also inclu de past 
Olympic champions from Vespar 
College, in Philadelphia. 
Also on FTU's schedule, is the 
state championsh ip which may 
take place at Disney World, 
sometime during the third week 
of April. Karnrad said Rollins and 
FIT will b e the m ajor 
competition. 
In late April, 
compete in 
Championship, 
Atlanta. 
the team will 
the Southern 
to be held in 
Dennis Kamrad inspects his equipment team coupled with promising newcomers 
(or lack of it) in preparation for upcoming give the crew team a bright outlook. The season opens Feb. 23 with 
a doubleheader against Embry 
Riddle at Daytona·Beaeh.,.' . w.ell as FTU and St. Leo. season. Retuming.m1 .~m. ~.~rs. f:rQiµ.\ast year), .. . 3 ... ~ , : : 1 1 ,·· T•1:t' .~ . , .. . - •. · ..: · • • (;' '<·\t .. :~i' . .-
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Dylan, Band Concert 'Forever Young' 
By Jerry Brooks 
After an eight-year absence 
from the concert circuit, Bob 
Dylan is back on stage. In one of 
his two Southern appearances 
Dylan, backed up by the Band, 
packed the Hollywood 
Sportatorium near Miami for 
two performances last Saturday. 
The concert was a pleasant 
change from today's vaudeville 
extravaganzas known as 
"rock-shows." Missing were the 
ill-fitting costumes and sound 
systems that blow you away. At 
8 :30 Dylan, clad in a white 
denim suit, and the Band began 
the ir low key performance 
through a sound system that let 
you hear rather than made you 
hear. 
The show began with a series 
of Dylan's early folk-rock 
numbers with occasional Band 
standards like " The Night They 
Drove Old Dixie Down" and 
" Up on Cripple Creek." The 
audience was theirs as 'soon as 
the stage lights went on. Dylan 
spit out his · me·ssages in his 
traditional nazal howl 
accompanied by the Band, so 
well suited to Dylan's style of 
music. 
Never before in the history of 
American rock has a tour 
aroused so much public interst. 
One trade paper estimated that 
7 .5% of the population of the 
United States had requested 
tickets to see Dylan and the 
Band. Shortly after mail order 
tickets were put on sale, more 
than 5, 0 0 0 letters, each 
requesting an average of three 
tickets, swamped post offices 
along the tour route. In Los 
Angeles County, the 18,700-seat 
Forum received about 300,000 
ticket requests. Similar response 
was reported in New York City 
and San Francisco. 
When intermission came there 
was an almost frantic rush to 
obtain a bet ter seat, or at least a 
place to sit down. Then two 
white lights shown on Dylan as 
he came back on stage wi th his 
harmonica and acoustical guitar 
for a solo set of his early ballads. 
The Band came back on to 
electrify more of Dylan's 
folk-r·ock songs . Dylan 
underlined the thrust of his 
p e r formance in "Forever 
Young," a beautiful and delicate 
ballad which points the way to a 
new musical direction and a 
beli ef t hat conditions can 
improve: 
"Mav vour hands always be busy 
May your feet always be swift 
May you have a strong foundation 
When the winds of changes shift 
May your heart always be jovful 
May your song always be sun 
May you stay forever voung." · · 
Throughout the concert 
Dylan remained almos t 
indifferent toward the audience. 
Bob Dylan (center), backed up by the 
Band performs before a sell-out crowd in 
Hollywood, Florida. Dylan is presently on a 
six-week concert tour of 21 U.S. cit ies. 
(Photo by Jerry Brooks) 
There were no speeches between 
songs, which needed no 
introduction. Dylan spoke to the 
audience only twice, one to 
announce intermission saying, 
"Be right back," and again at the 
end of the performance saying 
with reserved enthusiasm, "Too 
much." What Dylan had· to say 
he said in his songs, which take 
on new meaning in the '70s. 
At a time when apathy seems 
to reign in the place of protest 
and activism, Dylan draws on 
the old spirit once again. The 
crowd seems to melt in his hands 
searching for a new meaning to 
his words , as they hold 
thousands of flickering matches 
in t~e darkness and sing along: 
"How does it feel, 
How does it feel 
To be on your own 
With no direction home 
Like a complete unknqwn 
Like a rolling stone'! 
Food Service Bettered. Changes Sought 
Cafeteria conditions and food 
have improved, according to th~ 
general consensus at the first 
meeting of the Food Service 
Advisory Committee last Friday. 
Resident student and student 
representative members met 
with cafeteria manager Bill 
Boone, assistant manager Doug 
Arie, and Administrative 
Services Director John Williams 
do discuss and solve problems 
that some students feel ex ist in 
the food service operations. 
Committee members said 
they were pleased with the new 
location of silverware and trays, 
and the improved efforts to keep 
food warm. They also reported 
favorable comments by students 
concerning the serving of more 
"specials," (such as the steak 
served last Friday), blueberry 
muffins· and croutons for salads. 
Breakage and loss of cafeteria 
equipment seems to be tapering 
off since the consumption of 
food is being confined to the 
cafeteria, according to Boone. 
He said meals with styrofoam 
trays and plastic utensils are 
available for "take out." 
Committee member Sharon 
Esposito mentioned the problem 
of some students on the food 
plan not being able to take 
advantage of their 15 meals, due 
to oversleeping or having late 
classes. She inquired about the 
possibility of other options to 
rectify this problem. The ad hoc 
food service committee, 
especially concerned with the 
financial aspects and problems 
of the Food Service, will be 
notified on this matter by 
Williams. 
The cafeteria is using salt and 
pepper packets rather than 
shakers because too many of the 
shakers were taken, the packets 
are less expensive and the 
contents are not exposed to air. 
Resident student Paul Gregg 
suggested putting the packets in 
containers on the individual 
tables. Boone agreed to do this 
for a two-week trial period. 
Clausen Wins Jaycees Award 
Dr. Chris Clausen, assistant 
professor of chemistry at FTU, 
was chosen the Outstanding 
Young Educator at the Orlando 
Jaycees 15th Annual Awards 
Program Jan. 19. 
Clausen was chosen from a 
n u m be r o f dis tin gu is he d 
professors from various colleges 
throughou t the Central Florida 
area. To be nominated for ,the 
awardt the candidates had to 
ha v e mad e ou t standing 
contributions to their specific 
area of education . 
Clausen, in his fifth year at 
FTU, graduated from LSU in 
1966. Prior to coming here he 
worked for 31/z years as a 
chemist for Standard Oil of 
California. 
He was proud of his selection, 
but was more enthused about 
"the publicity that our FTU 
Department of Chemistry 
received throughout the 
community." 
Clausen is the first professor 
from FTU to win the 
Outstanding Young Educator 
Award. Other FTU professors 
nominated for the award were 
Dr. William Callarman, Dr. 
Richard Thompson, Dr. Tim 
Sullivan , Jagdish Chavda, Don 
Reynolds , Dr. Kyle Taylor and 
Dr. Bruce Nimmo. 
MAN, HIE THINGS ON£ HA~ TO GO 
THROUGH JUST TO GET OUT OF THE LIBRARY!! 
Other suggestions the 
committee discussed included a 
bulletin board posting the daily 
menu and other information 
regarding food service; a new 
method of toasting bread; 
cigarette and hot drink machines 
in the dorms; and the option of 
obtaining two eggs instead of 
one the first time through the 
breakfast line. 
The Food Service Advisory 
Committee will meet on a 
regular basis, and is open to 
problems, suggestions and/or 
recommendations anyone may 
have. The members and their 
phone numbers are: Dorothy 
Carter, 275-4371; Sharon 
Esposito, 4732; Jesse McLeod, 
4204; and Pete Wolcott, 4693. 
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